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Meeting Report - January 11, 2012

David, an R/C combat pilot from the Humber Valley Hawks club, brought in one of his old 1/2A models
which he plans to bring back to life for next spring's action at Centennial Park.

This meeting featured further discussion on events of interest, including a revival of Jim
Walker with new rules and projected new Speed events including 1/2A Proto Speed and
F2D Proto Speed. Here are the most detailed details from our secretary par excellence,
Rob Pringle. He has included many links that can provide people with motors for these
events.
Oh, by the way Dimitre Valkanov is holding a Combat contest at the Buffalo (New York)
site. Saturday July 21 is 80 mph and Sunday July 22 is F2D. I will post this on the
Contest Page also. Just writing the word July makes me feel more toasty already!
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Minutes of the BBMFC January 11, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm

Present:

15 members/guests were present

Minutes of previous meeting:

acceptance moved by Jack Humphries, seconded by
Len Bourel, carried

Treasurer’s report:

by Treasurer Bill Bowmer - $1,521.50

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill reminded members that the annual “Glider Bash”
would be held at the next meeting and outlined (with some input from the
peanut gallery) the rules and some essential tips and tricks:
o To be made of one sheet of 3/32”x3”x36” balsa (can be sanded
thinner but the contest and the associated “1-point” landings can take
a toll on the aircraft)
o He suggested “longer fuselage”, “larger size (~20” span)” and “larger
rudder” were potentially good design objectives but stopped short of
taking responsibility for ensuring success if these objectives were
met
o He suggested CA was an essential accessory at the contest
o It was generally stressed that the glider must fly “on the wing” and
that “missiles” or “darts” whose trajectory is solely dependent on the
energy imparted by human hand were frowned upon and the pilots of
such non-aircraft risked severe censure
o My personal experience and observations suggest that attempts to be
too “aerodynamic” or too “conscientious about design” do not
necessarily translate into success.
o Chris emphasized that this event was hotly contested



Chris invited the members to participate in “pre-meetings” which are held at
the “Hare’n’Firkin” (aka Freakin’ Firkin’) at approximately 6 pm before
regular club meetings. An alternative suggestion for monthly Sunday noon
get-togethers was also tabled and murmurs of agreement were heard
although no specific plans were made at this time.
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Len Bourel asked if the contest dates announced at the previous meeting
were unchanged or if any had been modified due to schedule conflicts. Chris
responded that as far as he knew, nothing had changed.



Chris reminded members that the $30 club membership and MAAC
membership for 2012 were now due.



Chris invited interested members over to his house (63 Savona Drive,
Toronto) at 7 pm on Jan 18 to have a discussion on possible new events. He
stressed that the only way for events to “fly” was for people to build
airplanes and come out to fly the event. (This meeting was later postponed
to January 25th due to the expectation of inclement weather).



There being no new business, the business portion of the meeting was
concluded.

Post-meeting Activities:


Chris had liberated some 2-56 machine screws and invited the members to
take 10 (or so) each. Bill Huckins provided some small plastic envelopes to
transport them in.



A “Show’n’Tell” session was held:
o Chris showed and told about his Jim Walker “Fireball”, which was
likely the first control-line kit to be produced, in the known world
anyway. Jack had provided the kit, a 1950’s version, and Chris had
supplied his builder’s skills. The model features a Cameron .23 engine
with an ignition system where the spark advance lever is close enough
to the prop to almost guarantee frequent finger-whacks. The
hardware, including a bushed fibre bellcrank, is all original except for
the addition of a pushrod fairlead. Chris mentioned that installation
of the canopy required some gymnastics (he didn’t specify what type
but he looked none the worse for wear). It was also mentioned that
the carved fuselages resulted in frequent 5-ton truck loads of balsa
sawdust exiting the American Junior facility. Chris mentioned that
the engineering was very clever in the way that the parts fitted
together and was heard to suggest that the Fireball allegedly could
“stunt”.
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o Dave (a guest and prospective member) - showed his own 1/2A
(allegedly from his youth) based on the venerable Top Flite
Flitestreak. He recounted that his foot once became entangled in the
stooge release line, resulting in him releasing more than the stooge –
the plane actually, which became an instant “free-flighter” until
becoming caught up in some power lines. This prompted a swapping of
historic “uncontrolled control-line aircraft” stories including a
Flitestreak (courtesy of Ross Melhuish) that emulated Amelia Earhart
and went OOS over Lake Ontario and Al Baker’s aircraft that zoomed
along the CNE Midway, miraculously missing thousands of incredulous
spectators, and finally came back to earth on the only small patch of
uninhabited grass for miles around (there were no kilometres in
Toronto in those days).


Chris hosted a Balsa Beaver’s version of “Storage Wars” – he had collected a
box of mystery goodies that was to be auctioned off to the highest bidder.
Although potential bidders were invited to view the box (a Bosch headlight
box that had antique value in its own right), they were not allowed to disturb
the contents, preserving the air of mystery. It was apparent, however, that
there were several “elderly if not antique” wooden propellers hiding in the
box and that they still had at least one blade attached. Announcing that any
money raised would be donated to the club coffers, Chris opened the bidding
at $1. A hotly-contested, back and forth bidding war ensued between John
McFayden and Len Bourel until the bidding reached the limit of their weekly
allowance ($10). John asked if VISA was accepted but before he could get
an answer, Ted snuck in and scooped the box with a final bid of $11 and a
cooperative and rather suspiciously expeditious “goinggoinggone” from Chris.



John McFayden presented the results of his research into potential speed
events that might be tried by the club. He had been in contact with Joe
Matheson, a speed “guru”, who provided information and the benefit of his
experience. John reported that:
o The key factors in speed are the engine, propeller, and fuel delivery
system.
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o Concerning the 1/2A proto event, one website talked about the
conversion of the Picco .8cc (displacement greater than the maximum
.0504 cu.in.) - this involves a new cylinder head, shorter conrod to
reduce stroke and displacement, needle-valve assembly etc. and costs
about $125 on top of the engine cost of $49. The line length is 42 ft.
and 10 laps are flown for a total distance of ½ mile. Although most of
these planes fly around 75 mph, 100mph speeds have been reached.
o Another event that has had some success is F2D proto (an unofficial
event that originated in the NW US, involving aircraft that have a
F2D-legal engine with muffler, a minimum 100 sq.in. wing area, a
rudder, canopy, landing gear etc. The event is timed from a standing
start. Often, older model or slightly worn F2D combat engines are
obtained at reduced cost and used for this event. The speeds for this
event are typically higher than 1/2A proto and John was advised that
it is not difficult to “get behind” the plane due to the speed. This
event has been reasonably successful due to the availability of used
F2D combat engines.


Chris mentioned the .21 proto speed event as a possibility. Also mentioned
was the Musciano speed event which is limited to Musciano “hollow-log”
aircraft and specific 1/2A engines, not including the “hot” engines.



It seems the critical factor in “growing” participation in speed events is the
availability of suitable engines (unless engines are restricted as is done with
the LA .25 sport race event). A quick internet investigation (not exhaustive)
yielded the following commercially-available engines potentially useable for
the 1/2A, F2D proto, and .21 proto events, along with current (approximate)
prices and the website for at least one source. Some of these engines may
be more competitive than others. The engines are typically not cheap but
neither are good engines (including rework) and electric motor systems for
other events. On the other side of the coin, speed aircraft are probably
cheaper than most to build. It remains to be seen what sort of availability
and prices are associated with used combat engines that still have some life
in them.
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The meeting was adjourned at 9:10 pm, with Bill Huckins (or was it Bill
Bowmer) moving and John McFayden seconding the adjournment.

Supplier

Link

Cyclon F2D - $140 - $190

.15 engines
 http://www.rusengines.ru/?lang=en

Nelson - $320

 http://www.the-printer.net/DookCat.html#cyclon

Fora - $220 - $279

 http://www.technohobby.com.ua/online-shop/en/engines
 http://www.hobbyclub.com/index.php?cPath=44_165

Profi - $217 - $225

 http://www.technohobby.com.ua/online-shop/en/engines
 http://www.flycontrolline.com/Profi%20F2D.htm

CS - $169

 http://www.csmodelengine.com/?a=productlist&cid=3

Yuvenko/MS - $215 - $245

 http://yuvenko-f2d.com/index.php/engines-and-engineparts/engines-for-f2d-combat/new-engine-ms-2011-for-f2d.html
 http://www.clubtamaran.com/combate.htm

Novarossi (not F2D?) - $189-$229

 http://www.planethobby.com/home.php?cat=30

MVVS (not F2D?) - $62

 http://mvvs.nl/

PARRA - $135 - $180

 http://www.clubtamaran.com/parramotorING.htm

OS CVA (not F2D?) - $115

 http://www.towerhobbies.com/products/os_engines/osmg0715.html
 .049 engines

Cyclon F1J/F1P - $235 - $285

 http://www.rusengines.ru/?lang=en
 http://www.the-printer.net/DookCat.html#cyclon

Profi - $135 - $145

 http://www.technohobby.com.ua/online-shop/en/engines
 http://www.flycontrolline.com/Profi%20049%20.8cc.htm

CS - $149

 http://www.csmodelengine.com/?a=productlist&cid=5

VA - $69

 http://bz.llano.net/kit/
 .21 engines

Fora - $260

 http://www.technohobby.com.ua/online-shop/en/engines

Novarossi - $149 - $395

 http://www.planethobby.com/home.php?cat=27

K&B (DF engine) - $240

 https://shop.mecoa.com/shopdisplayproducts.asp?id=28

MVVS - $90

 http://www.hobbyclub.com/index.php?cPath=44_69
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Here are the results of a survey conducted by Rob on the interest in different events.
Event

Competing now

Burning desire to compete

Precision aerobatics

10

-

Profile stunt

9

-

Sport racing

5

1

1/2A proto profile speed

-

6

Jim Walker

3

7

Sport scale

3

5

Profile scale

3

5

Fun scale

-

3

Old Time stunt

5

3

.15 carrier

-

5

Musciano - stunt

5

2

Musciano - speed

-

4

2 Old Timers for the price of 1
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Stay tuned - The Great Glider Gala is next month (... I THINK!!!)

Some of the Great Glider Gala contestants from last year's event.

Photography: Diamond John McFayden and file photo from Stunt Stu Henderson
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Meeting Report - February 8, 2012
by Stunt Stu Henderson

***** GLIDER GALA EXTRAVAGANZA *****

This is the busiest contest that the Beavers host bar none with more entries than I can
count using all my finger and toes, so I can't provide a number, save to say that it was
large!
I must thank Rob Pringle profusely for all the content he is providing us and all the fresh
ideas for new events. Hopefully there will be some participation.
Myself I have built some more Catapult Gliders for my ongoing "OOS" project. Out Of
Sight not meaning hidden between the branches of Centennials damned trees, or
underneath someone's car.... I will be purchasing a long, golf ball retriever to aid in the
many tree fishing expeditions to come. I never thought that I would enjoy free-flight so
much, but it does double up as a good workout - Launch the little bugger and then run
like a bastard to retrieve it before it gets lost or run over by park traffic!
The build on these little gliders satiates my building itch without driving me crazy. I can
build a small glider in about 3 to 5 days which is about the farthest extent of my
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ambition. Yes, I know some of you guys (you know who you are) could build a whole
stunter in 5 days, but I am not that competent or ambitious of a builder.
Peter Hanson was at the meeting to present a very interesting concept for a
Championship event based on collecting points for achievements in the Sport Race
arena. Even the lowly pilot (or hired) gun can accumulate points based on his
performance, so you don't need to own the entry to win the prize!
Here are the minutes courtesy of Rob P.
OH BTW Thanks very much to Diamond John McFayden for all the great photos he has
taken. John, you are a real hero to me in the picture taking department. By the time I
get home, the last thing I want to do is dabble in any more camararery (is that a word?)!
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Minutes of the BBMFC February 8, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm

Present:

18 members/guests were present

Minutes of previous meeting:

acceptance moved by Jack Humphries, seconded by
Keith Morgan, carried

Treasurer’s report:

by Treasurer Bill Bowmer - $1,682.50

Proceedings:


Treasurer Bill Bowmer noted that the amount he reported above Included an
FAI contest fund contribution of $270 that had not yet been disbursed.
After a short discussion, it was decided that this amount would be divided
(on June 1) among the club members who compete in the world championships
in Bulgaria.



President Chris Brownhill reminded the members that membership dues have
only been trickling in slowly and that the club coffers need replenishment to
fund the coming contest season. He pointed out that the Toronto & District
contest requires upward of $700 to cover the City permit, trophies, etc.



To assist in meeting contest funding requirements suggested that we raise
the contest entry fees which are modest by comparison with other contests.
He suggested that the maximum entry fee (multiple events) be raised from
$20 to $30. Various suggestions were tabled including $20 first event/$30
max, $15 first event/$30 max. John McFayden pointed out that entrants
typically either specialized in one event or entered most events. It was also
pointed out that "making change" would be easier with multiples of $10. It
was agreed that for 2012, the entry fee for the first event would be $20
with a maximum entry fee of $30.



Stu Henderson pointed out that the contest and event schedule was posted
on the club’s website – there are some modifications to be made based on
these minutes.



There was a brief discussion as to whether FAI F2B stunt or MAAC stunt
rules would be used. Len suggested, and it was generally agreed, that FAI
F2B rules and scoring would be used in years where a FAI World
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Championship was held (starting in 2012) and MAAC rules would be used in
the other years. Profile stunt will use the same rules as "full body" stunt in
any given year.


Chris indicated that a meeting to discuss rules changes had been held
January 25 with Chris Brownhill, John McFayden, Jack Humphries, and Rob
Pringle in attendance. John summarized the rule changes for Jim Walker
that resulted from this meeting in an attempt to address declining
participation:
o The total score of 100 points will be allocated as follows:


Realism, originality, construction, etc 40 pts.



Stunts, including spot landing 30 pts



Speed 20 pts



Option 10 pts

o There will be no scoring handicap related to engine size – the speed
factor will be 0.2 regardless of engine size.
o No points will be awarded for an engine start within 3 minutes.
Instead, if a competitor cannot start his/her engine within 3 minutes,
an attempt will be assessed.
o 3-line systems are allowed but once the engine/motor has been
throttled down (eg. for spot landing), it cannot be throttled back up
again.


Also at the meeting, the possibility of holding a carrier event in 2012 was
discussed. It was decided that the .15 carrier event would be tried (it will
provisionally be held at the Balsa Beavers 55th Anniversary contest in
September). A summary of rules and some related information is presented
with these minutes.



There has been no firm proposal for a dedicated speed event so far – John
had presented some information on F2D speed at the January meeting. It
was proposed (for now) that the Musciano events at the 55th Anniversary
contest in September will include Musciano speed to "test the waters".



Peter Hanson proposed a sport-racing championship to be sponsored by his
company which would recognize pilots and teams over the course of the
various sport-racing events (Toronto & District, Beanfield Grand Prix, SOCC,
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55th Anniversary Marathon) during the season. Complete details are
included with these minutes.


Chris updated the members on the City’s labour situation which may have an
impact on maintenance/flying at Centennial Park. The outside workers’ union
(Local 416) has tentatively agreed to terms with the City although
ratification by the union membership is still required.



Chris presided over "Storage Wars II", a reprise of the auction held at the
January meeting. This time around, the box was sealed and the contents
were not revealed but Chris suggested that the items within were worth at
least $10 in total. Bidding began at $1 and a heated bidding war ensued,
culminating in Chris announcing "Going, going, gone" when the bidding reached
$21, Janek being the eventual winner although John McFayden, Bill Huckins,
Jack Humphreys and Bill Bowmer pushed him to the limit. Chris heaved a sigh
of relief that the bidding price had not increased any further given his
estimate of the actual value. Janek was last seen poring over his "treasures"
and mumbling to himself.



The meeting was adjourned to commence preparations for the 16th
Anniversary "Great Glider Gala". Some notes from the contest:
o Unfortunately, no Juniors were in attendance this year but the
"Seniors" made up for it with their "antics".
o The venerable styrofoam target was broken out and attached to the
wall after a discussion as to which wall should be used. It was
suggested that perhaps the window overlooking the arena be used as a
backdrop to avoid damage to the newly-painted walls. However, Stu
maintained that the "feel" would be different and the same old wall
was pressed into service.
o Stu took an early lead and was heard to say that there was no point in
marking any flights that ended up further from the target centre – it
was pointed out that there would be certificates to 3rd place so that
all flights hitting the target would be marked. Ironically, Stu
eventually came in 3rd.
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o Chris was seen giving flyers tips on hand-launch protocol, including the
need for a level or slightly nose-down launching attitude and a smooth
"push" from in front (not from overhead).
o Many gliders missed the target all together and the backing wall
displayed some evidence of this.
o Some interesting facial expressions and full-body follow-throughs
were witnessed.
o Various and sundry glider parts were observed parting ways with their
gliders.
o One contestant had a "stack" of three identical gliders to address
attrition combat-style.
o When the balsa dust settled, the results were as follows:


1st Place Ladies – Naomi Macklem



2nd Place Ladies – Jan Huckins



1st Place Open – Rob Pringle



2nd Place Open – Len Bourel



3rd Place Open - Stu Henderson
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16

17

18

19

20

EVENT WINNERS
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PHOTOGRAPHY: JOHN McFAYDEN and ROB PRINGLE (GLIDER CHAMP EXTRAORDINAIRE)
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****** 2012 NEW EVENT SPORT RACE CHAMPIONSHIP ******
HANSON International Sport-Race Championship
HANSON International is sponsoring a Sport-Race championship by providing trophies
to the Champions. Technical regulations and the running of the events will be as per the
rules set out by the Balsa Beavers, and will be governed/enforced by the Balsa
Beavers.
The "championship" will consist of a series of races with points awarded for the finishing
position in each race.
The "Series" will host two championships; one for the Team (see Rule 1.0), and one for
the Pilot (see Rule 3.0).
The Team & Pilot championships are independent, so Teams have the option to choose
different pilots during the season, and Pilots can opt to fly for different teams.
Therefore Teams will score their respective points regardless of who their pilot is, and
Pilots will score their respective points regardless of who they are flying for.
At the end of the year the Team & Pilot with the most accumulated points will be
crowned respective Champions.
1.0

Team A "Team" is defined as an entrant of an airplane and comprises the
following:




2.0
2.1
2.2a

2.2b

Owner
Constructor/Builder
Pitman

Throughout the Championship season a Team is free to use any airframe and/or
pilot at each event.
A Team may register/enter more than 1 airplane at an event with the following
provisions:
A plane flying in an event may be registered to only 1 Team. Therefore, a
Constructor/Builder/Pitman wishing to enter multiple planes in an event must
register/enter multiple Teams (i.e. different Team names).
The intent of Rule 2.2a is to prevent a Team from entering 2 planes at an event
with the intention of receiving Championship points for the plane with the highest
finishing position.
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2.2c
3.0
3.1
3.1a

4.0

5.0

An exception to Rule 2.2a will be made at the "Marathon Race" where up to 2
planes are permitted per Team.
Pilots are free to fly for any Team.
A Pilot may fly for multiple Teams at an event with the following provision:
At each event a pilot may only score Championship points for 1 Team. If a Pilot
chooses to fly for multiple Teams at an event, the Pilot must declare at
"Registration" which Team’s result will count towards his/her championship
points.
If the Owner/Constructor/Builder of an airplane chooses to fly the plane, said
person can score points for both the Team & Pilot Championship. If the
Owner/Constructor/Builder does indeed choose to score points for both the Team
& Pilot Championship at an event, the designated "pitman" cannot score Team
points.
Championship Points awarded at each event.
Place
Points
1st
10
2nd
8
3rd
6
4th
4
5th
3
6th
2
7th
1

HANSON International Holdings Inc.
2634 Armour Crescent, Burlington, Ontario L7M 5B1, Canada
Telephone (416) 540-2995 Facsimile (905) 331-3343
E-mail:mailto:mhanson_gtr@sympatico.ca
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****** 15 NAVY CARRIER ******
Provisional .15 Navy Carrier Rules
(based on MAACAMA rules as modified for Brodak contest – with some tweaks)
1.
1.1
1.2
1.3

1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
2
2.1

2.2
2.3

Aircraft Requirements:
All aircraft shall be of the profile fuselage type. Engine(s) must not be cowled in.
There are no dimensional requirements for the model.
Electric models shall not exceed 2.50 pounds in weight ready for flight,
including batteries. Glow and diesel-powered models shall not exceed 4
pounds in weight, ready for flight.
Models shall have a fixed landing gear consisting of at least a two-wheel main
gear with at least four (4) inches separating the wheels.
If a clear canopy is not used, the cockpit or canopy area must be defined with a
contrasting color or color outline.
The model must be equipped with an arresting hook which when extended may
not be longer than a one-third (1/3) the length of the fuselage.
It is encouraged that the plane outlines follow those of a carrier aircraft of any
nation. Airplanes are encouraged to be finished and marked with color
schemes typical of carrier aircraft. A 10-point bonus will be awarded if the
aircraft, in the judges opinion, is a realistic representation (outline, colour
scheme, markings) of a full-scale carrier aircraft and is easily identifiable as that
aircraft. A full-scale carrier aircraft is one which has made actual a takeoff and
arrested landing on an actual or simulated carrier deck, or which is documented
as a carrier aircraft by an acceptable source (in cases where actual carrier-type
takeoff and arrested landing are not documented). Neither scale dihedral nor
scale landing gear location is required.
There will be no bonus for the use of a Brodak kit.
A 5-point bonus will be awarded for the use of a biplane.
A 5-point bonus will be awarded for the use of a multi-engine aircraft.
Autogiros and helicopters, or aircraft which rotate their propellers to a horizontal
plane to act as rotors for hovering flight, are prohibited.
Engine requirements:
The maximum engine displacement is .15 cu.ins. for a 2-stroke glow or diesel
engine, .20 cu.ins for a 4-stroke glow engine, or .20 cu.ins total displacement
for multiple engines.
Muffler pressure is the only type of fuel pressure system allowed. Fuel tank
vents may be pointed forward in the airstream.
The fuel for glow engines shall contain 10% nitromethane, 20% lubricant, and
70% methanol by volume.
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2.4
2.5
2.6

3
3.1

3.2
3.3

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8.
4
4.1.
4.2
4.3
4.4

Rocket power and auxiliary take-off booster devices are not permitted.
Noise abatement regulations do not apply.
Electric models shall be propelled only by one or more electric motors which
receive their power from one or more onboard battery packs. Size or type of
motors and battery packs are unrestricted. Maximum battery voltage is 42 volts.
Electrical signals for control may be transmitted through the control lines but
electrical power to power the motors or recharge the battery packs may not be
transmitted through the control lines.
Controls:
Control-line length must be between 52 ft. and 52 ft. 6 in., measured from the
aircraft centerline to the handle grip center (where your palm rest on the
handle). Minimum line diameter for a 3-line system is .012 in. and for a 2-line
system, .014 in. Lines must be stranded stainless steel and may be insulated
provided that the steel core meets the minimum line diameter requirements.
The required pull test shall be 25 lbs for electric models and 25G for glow or
diesel-powered models.
All lines shall emerge from the model within the fore-and-aft range covered by
the wing root chord. Any line other than the elevation control line(s) shall
emerge either between the elevation control lines or, if not between, then within
one (1) inch of the nearest elevation control line.
Movable controls and/or flight surfaces are not permitted except for throttle,
elevator, and arresting hook.
Throttle control may be accomplished by one of the following means:
3-line system
2-line system with electronic control using signals generated by a servo tester,
transmitter trainer function, etc. provided that no airborne radio signals are
generated by the system.
2-line system with electronic control using a 2.4 GHz spread spectrum radio
control system.
Scoring:
Scoring is per AMA Navy Carrier except flights are timed for eight (8) laps vice
seven (7).
This is a speed limit event. Maximum high speed points are for 70mph – there
is no penalty for exceeding 70 mph but no additional points are awarded.
A flight is deemed an official flight when the aircraft crosses the stern of the
deck as the contestant signals for the timed low-speed run.
Three (3) attempts shall be allowed for two (2) official flights. Any of the
following shall result in an attempt being declared:
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4.4.1

4.4.2
4.4.3
4.4.4
4.4.5
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.5.4
4.6

4.7

4.8
4.9

4.10

4.11

Failure of the contestant’s model to become airborne within five (5) minutes of
being called to the deck. In the case of multiengine models, one extra minute’s
starting time shall be allowed for each additional engine.
Any endeavor to make a takeoff is an attempt.
Whipping or shortening the effective length of the control line(s) during highspeed flight.
Exceeding an altitude of 20 feet for more than one-half (½) lap during highspeed flight.
Termination of the flight for any reason prior to the signal for low-speed flight.
Any of the following shall result in the immediate termination of the flight:
Touching of the ground or any obstruction by any part of the model.
Touching of the protective ramp (or crepe paper streamers or thread, if
applicable) by any part of the model.
Touching of the deck by any part of the model except during initial takeoff and
during landing approaches following the signal for landing.
The model does not maintain forward counter-clockwise motion with respect to
the ground.
The model must successfully take off from free roll portion of the deck. At the
time of release, the nose of the model must be no more than 42 inches from the
last arresting line.
The first eight (8) laps after takeoff constitute the high-speed phase of the
event. Timing shall start the instant the model is released for takeoff, and shall
end when the model completes its eighth lap over the stern of the carrier.
All high speeds shall be calculated to the nearest 1/10 mph. High-speed points
shall be scored the same as speed in mph, and to the nearest 1/10.
When the contestant has decelerated the speed of his model to his satisfaction,
he shall signal the judges to start timing his low-speed run by using a
prearranged signal that is acceptable to the judges. This signal shall be given
as the model crosses the stern of the deck, one (1) lap prior to the start of lowspeed timing. The model shall then be timed for eight (8) laps, using the stern
of the carrier flight deck as the starting point. The start of the low-speed run
must be signaled for within three (3) minutes of the completion of the highspeed run. Time for the eight (8) laps shall be used to calculate the average
speed.
Low-speed points shall be scored as 10 times the ratio of high speed to low
speed (10 x high speed divided by low speed). The score shall be calculated to
the nearest 1/10 point. Note: High speed divided by low speed is the same as
low-speed flight time divided by high-speed flight time.
No low-speed points shall be awarded if any of the following infractions occur:
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4.11.1 The flight radius of the model is lengthened by the contestant walking a circle
greater than three (3) feet in diameter. The contestant may step out of the
three-foot circle to regain control of the model when lines go slack, but he/she
is expected to return to the three-foot circle when control is established.
4.11.2 The longitudinal (forward and aft) axis of the fuselage as viewed from the
center of the circle exceeds a 60-degree nose-high attitude except for
momentary inadvertent deviations. When the 60- degree limit is exceeded, the
contestant shall be notified immediately and must correct model attitude
immediately. Failure to do so shall result in loss of low-speed score. A
maximum of three notifications shall be given. The longitudinal axis of the
fuselage should be level during the high-speed flight. The intent is to limit the
model attitude to no more than 60 degrees above the level-flight attitude.
Judging is best performed from the center of the circle using a viewing angle as
near as possible (consistent with the safety) to that of the contestant. The fourth
notification shall result in loss of the low-speed points.
4.12
All landings on the carrier deck shall be made at low speed only. The landing
must be signaled within three (3) minutes of completion of the low-speed run.
After lining up with the deck upon completion of the low-speed run, the pilot
shall signal the judges that he is ready to land. The signal of the pilot’s intent to
land shall be given as the model crosses the deck beginning his lap prior to
landing. If other than a hand signal is used, the pilot shall describe his signal to
the official immediately prior to each of his flights (i.e., before he starts his
engine).
4.13
Landing (dead stick included) shall be scored as follows:
4.13.1 Arrested landing with airplane in normal three-point attitude (takeoff attitude),
100 points.
4.13.2 Arrested landing with airplane in other than normal three-point attitude, 50
points.
4.13.3 Arrested landing with airplane coming to rest on its back or with one (1) wheel
off the edge of the deck, 25 points.
4.13.4 All other landings, zero (0) points.
4.14
An arrested landing is any landing in which the model’s forward motion is
stopped primarily by the arresting hook engaging any arresting cable. The
landing is scored at the point where the model’s forward motion is first arrested,
and the flight is terminated at that time. (Judges Guide: A model which is
arrested in a normal attitude shall receive full points. If the hook subsequently
becomes disengaged, or the model rolls or is pulled off the deck after forward
motion has been arrested, the landing score is not affected. A model which
stops on its nose and subsequently falls back into a normal attitude shall
receive 50 points for a landing in other than a three-point attitude.)
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4.15

4.16
4.17

4.18
4.19

4.20
5

From the above score, five (5) points shall be deducted for each unsuccessful
landing approach made after signaling. Each lap flown after signaling shall be
considered a landing approach even if the contestant does not attempt a
landing. The landing score shall, in no instance, be less than zero (0).
Competition scoring shall be based on the contestant’s best official flight score.
The score of an official flight shall be the sum of the high-speed points, the lowspeed points, the landing points, and the bonus points (if applicable). If the fight
is terminated after the low-speed signal (see section 7), the score shall be
bonus points (if applicable) plus points for all phases of flight completed prior to
the termination.
The builder-of-the-model rule does not apply to this event.
Once a model or engine has been used by a contestant to make an official
attempt in an event, the same model or engine cannot be used by another
contestant in that contest.
Stopwatches with graduations of 1/10 second or finer shall be used for timing
all Control Navy Carrier events.
Carrier deck:
A carrier deck or suitable area shall be provided for the event. It shall be 41
feet, 3 inches to 44-feet long at the center line and eight (8) feet wide, and the
deck center line shall be curved to the perimeter of a 52 foot radius arc, the
center of which shall be plainly marked by a marked six inch diameter solid
circle in the center of a 36 inch diameter circle which are either clearly marked
or painted on the flying circle center. The flying circle center shall be 52 feet
from the center line of the flight deck. A sloped protective ramp four (4) feet
long extending from the ground up to and flush with the edge of the deck shall
be provided at the stern of the carrier deck. The edge of the deck shall be
adequately marked. The arresting area of the deck shall be 18 feet, 9 inches to
20 feet long, and have 10 arresting cables with a minimum diameter of oneeighth (.125) inch, and a maximum diameter of one-fourth (.250) inch, with a
minimum breaking strength of 200 pounds suspended from one-fourth (.250)
inch to one-half (.500) inch above the deck, spaced two (2) feet apart starting
two (2) feet from the stern of the deck. Sand bags weighing approximately five
(5) pounds each shall be attached to each end of the 18-foot long arresting
cables. Screw eyes or other suitable guides shall be used on the outer edges of
the deck to hold up the cable and also allow the cable to move through when
an arrested landing is being made. The free roll area shall be 22 feet, 6 inches
to 24 feet long and smooth enough to make a free rolling takeoff. If the carrier
deck is laid out on the ground or hard surface, the outline of the deck edges
and the takeoff limit line shall be clearly marked. Crepe paper streamers or
thread shall be stretched across the deck two feet in front of the bow and one
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foot back of the stern of the carrier deck, approximately one-half (1/2) inch
above the ground. The beginning of the landing area and the end of the takeoff
area shall be identified by highly visible vertical markers on the outside of the
circle which are clearly visible by the contestant from the center of the circle.

****** CARRIER TIPS ******
Some .15 carrier tips
Written by Eric Conley for `Flying Lines` - http://flyinglines.org/flightdeck.2.09.html
Next to AMA Profile Carrier this is my second choice for a great carrier event. Many
modelers that would like to try carrier flying for the first time think this is a good place to
start. NOT. The only reason they think this is a good place to start is that they have
never flown carrier before. Not that this class has no merit to begin your carrier flying.
The .15 planes are smaller than the AMA Profile planes and for me and the way I build
this makes them much easier to manage on my building table. Some flyers use foam
core wings made popular by the "Sniper" plane by Bill Bischoff. I have never used foam
wings in my .15s because they tend to get mushy over the long run and damage easily
in flying accidents. If the foam wings are sheeted with balsa they are much stronger and
hold up better but the weight penalty can affect the planes overall performance. It all
depends on where you want to put your weight.
I use built up wings made with 1/8 by 3/8 spruce spars, 3/32 balsa ribs, 1/2" by 1/2"
balsa leading edge, 1/16 balsa C cap sheeting from leading edge to spar, and a 1/16 by
2 inch balsa D cap sheeting at the trailing edge. This might sound a little complicated
but for me it is the way I have built planes all my life and it makes for a very strong but
light wing. I have also used 1/2" inch balsa for a wing for .15 carrier and it turned out
quite strong but there was the weight penalty and with a marginal airfoil some handling
problems in the high speed portion of the flight.
The fuselage is made with 3/8 by 3/8 maple engine mount on top and a 3/8 by 1/2 inch
engine mount on the bottom. The lower engine mount is also used to mount the landing
gear. The engine mounts are run from the nose of the plane back past the spar location
on the wing for maximum strength and then caped with 3/32 plywood from the nose of
the plane to a point behind where the engine mounts stop in the fuselage. The fuselage
is then caped top and bottom with 1/8 by 3/8 spruce stringers to prevent the fuselage
from breaking between the wing and tail assembly when the plane ground loops on a
bad landing or trips in deep grass.
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The tail assembly is made from 1/8 inch thick medium balsa re-enforced with 1/8 by 1/4
inch spruce spar at the hinge point on the stabilizer. Most of the time I will put a 1/8 by
3/8 inch piece of maple in the rudder that runs down from the top of the rudder into the
fuselage, through the stabilizer and down to the bottom or near the bottom of the
fuselage. It turns out to be the roll bar for the rudder as well as a good reinforcement for
the stabilizer. These small planes are prone to bouncing around and turning over more
often than the full size AMA profiles.
In the last couple of years someone came up with the idea of putting 9 to 11 degrees of
out thrust in the engine to help the plane stay out at the end of the lines while flying the
low speed portion of the event. This has worked out quite well with no noticeable loss of
high speed and a lot more control during the low speed portion of the event.
The .15 carrier event has a high speed limit of 70 mph in the high speed portion of the
flight. The predominant engine is the Cox Conquest/ K&B Conquest/ RJL Conquest
engines that are no longer in production. There are many of these engines out in the
field that were used by combat fliers, free flight flyers and RC flyers of yesterday and
can be purchased at a reasonable price. OS has made some pretty
good .15 engines in the past although at this time they seem to have only one (.15CV-A
ABN) which might work. Norvell had a pretty good .15 engine if you can find one of
them for sale used. I use a MVVS .15 that has a reverse crank in it. The MVVS is still
available although I'm not sure you can get them with the reverse crank at this time.
Now if you are really motivated there are quite a few .15 engines from Russia that are
used in FAI combat and speed events that could be converted for carrier use. Be
prepared to pay a rather high price for the Russian engines unless you can find a used
one and then it won't be cheap.
I use the J Roberts 3 line control system sold by Brodak to control my planes and have
found them to be quite satisfactory. I advise new modelers to the 3 line systems to use
only Brodak equipment, as they are a matched control handle to a matched 3-line bell
crank. Many times when you buy mismatched handles and bellcranks you get limited
throttle control and this can be a big problem.
Another nice feature of the .15 class is that it is not an AMA event and the rules are
more flexible. Bill Bischoff's "Sniper" is a purpose built plane in that it was made to be
simple to build and yet give top performance in its carrier class. My first .15 was a
Sniper and performed well but following a broken prop and a plane that had
disintegrated I chose to build a plane that looked more like a real plane (Bf 109T) using
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the same movements that the Sniper has. Two planes come to mind that build well for
.15, they are the 109T and the British Seafire. Planes that wont build well are the
Wildcat and possibly the Hellcat depending on how the Hellcat is made.
The reason that the 109T and Seafire build so well for carrier is that they have inline
engines and therefore have a small profile from the wing trailing edge to their nose. This
is very important in carrier flying because when you are in the slow flight portion of the
event and the wind is coming across the circle it doesn't blow the nose in but does blow
the tail in keeping the nose pointed out of the circle for more line tension. The Wildcat
and Hellcat have very large nose sections and can be blown into the circle quite easily
during the low speed portion of the flight.
Another quirk of my .15 carrier planes that I learned the hard way is that they don't have
the power that a good AMA profile plane has. After many missed takeoffs (touching the
ground right after takeoff) I lengthened the landing gear legs on my .15s by about an
inch and a half. By increasing the angle of attack on the deck my planes now seem to
be getting off the deck much better. If you use full up elevator during the takeoff run you
actually slow the plane down (a big elevator in the full up position) and as you pass over
the bow of the deck the tail goes down and touches the ground before the plane has
gained any altitude then with the higher angle of attack the plane skyrockets up into the
air and you end up with a missed attempt. The longer landing gear equals better angle
of attack on the deck, quicker take off, and fewer damaged props.
So the .15 carrier plane is not complicated (only moving parts are the elevator, throttle
and maybe the arresting hook), is easy to build, rugged, easy to repair if damaged, and
not fast enough to get you in trouble during the high speed portion of the flight. For the
new carrier flier they are a little bouncy and sometimes unpredictable in the low speed
portion of the flight due to their low weight. If you can fly a .15 carrier plane successfully
you can fly any carrier plane.
Additional notes:
1 From e-mail correspondence with Eric, I found out that the wing area is typically 160180+ sq.ins. for .15 carrier models.
2 Throttle-equipped .15 engines commercially available are the OS LA, OS CVN,
Magnum, Novarossi Rex and MVVS. Older OS FP's, Supertigres, Coxes, K&B's,
Nelson's, Rossi's might be found on Ebay or in the toolbox (especially those engines
used for Quarter-midget racing). I don't know if the F2D engines could be modified
with a throttle although Cyclon used to sell an R/C version. It seems the most
important characteristic of the engine (the event is speed-limited) is reliable throttling
and the modern engines might have an edge there.
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3 I have not seen too many plans available for .15 carrier – there are one or two on
eBay. There are quite a few plans and articles for the other carrier classes that might
be useful for ideas – for example, at the following links:
http://clamf.aerosports.net.au/categories/carrier/Articles/Articles.htm
http://www.cheffers.co.uk/cl1xstng.html
4 Some other relevant links:
http://flyinglines.org/Carrier.html
http://flyinglines.org/flightdeck.html
http://www.cheffers.co.uk/carrier.html
http://controllineworld.com/whatiscarriercl.html
5 There are literally hundreds of designs that can be modelled. These include biplanes
(Grumman F3F, Helldiver, Swordfish, Gladiator), older monoplanes (MO-1), WW2
types (Seafire, Corsair, Barracuda, Dauntless, ME-109T), postwar prop aircraft (Sea
Fury, Skyraider, Gannet, Sea Hornet), jets (Scimitar, Sea Venom, Sea Howk,
Corsair, Fury) and even deltas (Cutlass). I happen to be partial to the Attacker, Sea
Vixen, Gannet, Wyvern, and Cutlass. 3-views for these are all over the web, for
example, at:
http://richard.ferriere.free.fr/3vues/3vues.html
http://www.the-blueprints.com/
http://www.airwar.ru/other/drawe.html
http://www.airplanesandrockets.com/resources/plans-3-views.htm
http://strony.aster.pl/sirwei/
http://www.suurland.com/assets.php
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****** COMBAT CORNER ******
Here is a photo of Dimitre Valkanov's site where they will fly the Combat Events in July
at the Wing and Rotor club. It is in Buffalo about 5 minutes away from the Lewiston NY
border crossing.
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Meeting Report - March 14, 2012
by Stunt Stu Henderson
The season is upon us early and the field is looking dry so it's time to blow the dust off
of some of my old crates and think about paying my MAAC. If I can get out on the
weekend, will see some of you out there in the next couple of weeks perhaps. :) S.
Need to mention a VERY special thanks to Doug Blackmore who has very generously
donated the money to cover our field dues for the whole year. As Chris states below this
is totally unprecedented in the whole history of the club - THANKS LARGE!!!

Minutes of the BBMFC March 14, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm

Present:

15 members/guests were present

Minutes of previous meeting:

acceptance moved by Jack Humphreys, carried

Treasurer’s report:

by Treasurer Bill Bowmer - $1,672.98

Proceedings:


Treasurer Bill Bowmer distributed club membership cards to those whose
club dues were paid up. All members are encouraged to pay their
membership dues, a real bargain since they have remained unchanged at $30
for about 15 years.



President Chris Brownhill summarized his discussions with the City of
Toronto concerning the permit fees for the use of our flying field and a
discussion was held concerning our intent for the current flying season:
o The cost is going to be $100 day/season ($700 for 7 days a week).
o If we book only 3 days/week (less than half the time), it could be
perceived that other activities could make better use of the field.
o Chris noted that we have enjoyed a very good deal so far (free except
for contest dates).
o The contest dates must still be booked separately as “special events”
– this is consistent with our insurance coverage and sanctions.
o Chris noted that we are lucky to have access to a local field .
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Jack Humphreys moved that we obtain a permit for 7 days/week for the
2012 season at a cost of $700. Treasurer Bill Bowmer suggested that we
would have to raise the club’s membership fees next year to compensate.
John McFayden seconded Jack’s motion and it carried. As an aside, John
also noted that disposable water bottles were not allowed on the field.




Chris advised the membership that he was submitting the sanctions for the
summer contests (SOCC, T&D, and the Anniversary contest).
It was noted that the event list for the summer contest season would soon
be updated on the club website.
The business portion of the meeting was adjourned.

Post-meeting activities:






Rob Pringle did a “show’n’tell” concerning the vintage Super Tigre .15
powered pseudo Supermarine Attacker model he is constructing for a trial
.15 carrier event proposed in conjunction with the Anniversary contest in
September. He pointed out that this was one of the first jets to fly off an
aircraft carrier deck and that it might be unique in that it is both a jet and
a taildragger. Rob discussed various design and construction features, some
of which are unique to the event, such as the tailhook, larger-than-usual tip
weight and engine offset, and throttle control. Finish will be Micafilm,
acrylic model paint and a fuelproof (hopefully) matte clear Lustrekote
topcoat. Chris was heard muttering under his breath that he would now have
to build one. Dave Fallowfield indicated he was planning a Fairey Fulmar
motivated by a vintageTaipan .15 engine.
Chris Brownhill did a “show’n’tell” on his almost Gloster Gladiator, adapted
from a Bodak 38-Special kit. Modifications include cut-outs in the wing
trailing edge, simulated cabane struts (leaving the primary cabane support
intact) and re-configured wing struts. It is covered with Ultracote and
silkspan. Chris recalled the heroic exploits of three Gladiators (Faith, Hope,
and Charity) in the defence of Malta in WW2. Somehow, this lead to
mention of how Admiral Nelson’s body was pickled in rum for the trip back to
England after he was shot in the spine which naturally lead to a reference to
the movie Spinal “Tap” – if you don’t follow the connection, I guess you had
to be there.
Steve Szikora kindly brought along a computer and video projector set-up
which was put to good use to show how modelling was done in the “good, sortof-old days”– this involved a video of a free-flight (power and towline glider)
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world championship competition from the 70’s (I say “sort-of old” since quite
a few of us were active modellers in the that very decade). Chris was heard
to reminisce that this was perhaps the most elegant form of aircraft
modelling, although no-one actually took the bait and proposed a club freeflight competition.
The next (and possibly ultimate) episode of “storage wars” was aired. This
time, Chris set the stage by stating that (a) it was not going to be an auction
per se but a “lucky” draw, (b) that the box was not going to be opened to
provide a sneak preview of the contents and (c) that the unstated (or more
correctly under-stated) purpose of the “donation” was to move
“miscellaneous, mysterious modelling stuff” from his house to someone else’s
house (after all, one man’s poison is another man’s feast or something like
that). After writing down the names of those present, the name of Doug
Blackmore was drawn as the “lucky” winner – at last report, the contents of
the box were still a mystery.
Dave Fallowfield reported that a case of Trafalgar ale had “fallen off a
truck” at his workplace and that he had rescued it and was donating it to be
auctioned off. Dave kindly stated his wish that the money raised be used to
boost the club coffers. A spirited auction resulted in “going, going, gone”
being heard after a final bid of $40. Thank-you Dave.
As these minutes were being “put to bed”, I received a copy of the following
email sent by Chris to one of the club members, Doug Blackmore. I would
like to share it with you:
“Doug:
The club executive was a bit overwhelmed with your very generous gift that will pay
the cost of the club's field permit for 2012.
I have been involved in running this club for a long time, but I cannot remember
when any member made such a generous donation to assist the club with its
operations.
On behalf of the club, let me extend our heartfelt thanks for your thoughtfulness.
Yours truly,
Chris Brownhill,
President,
Balsa Beavers MFC”

I think we would all like to add our names to this email and thank Doug for his very
generous gesture. Thank-you Doug!!
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Here are some pictures taken in the fall by Janek Zalewski:
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Meeting Report - April 11, 2012

There was a packed house in attendance at the last meeting of the winter season.
Discussion was kept short so as to make more time for the Annual Building contest.
Here are some photos of some of the planes at the meet and the meeting minutes. This
is the last meeting until the fall, so we will see everyone at the field soon.
Here are the Minutes hosted by our own Rob Pringle!

Minutes of the BBMFC April 11, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm

Present:

30 members/guests were present

Minutes of previous meeting:

acceptance moved by Jack Humphreys, seconded
by Keith Morgan, carried

Treasurer’s report:

by Treasurer Bill Bowmer - $1,672.98

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill mentioned Doug Blackmore’s generous donation of
$700 to the Club to cover the 2012 permit fees announced by the City of
Toronto. A plaque expressing the Club’s appreciation was displayed by Chris.
(Doug was not yet present to receive the plaque but arrived a little later in
the meeting and the plaque was duly presented)
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Chris noted that City Council had rescinded the permit fees applicable to
sports organizations on the basis that insufficient notice had been provided.
However, it was not yet known whether the permit fee previously assessed
for the Club would be similarly affected. Chris asked Doug whether he
would accept return of his donation should the 2012 fee be rescinded, to
which Doug replied that it was for the Club’s disposition.



Chris reminded the members that the T&D contest was coming up June 2,3.
He indicated that assistance would be needed to run the contest and
expressed hope that the Club membership would respond. He also reminded
the members that disposable water bottles were not permitted on the field
at the behest of the City as a condition of the permit.



Len Bourel tabled the suggestion that the first T&D event be started at 9
am sharp in contrast to the past where the contest got underway in a
somewhat more leisurely fashion. He noted that with several new events, it
would be a struggle to fit everything into the time available. He suggested
that the set-up for the contest begin at 7:30 am.



Chris reminisced about trophies that were made in the past to award to the
winners of the “BBQ” event. It seems there was a miscommunication
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between the Club and the trophy provider, who thought that the “BBQ”
listed on the contest schedule was just another event.


Chris mentioned that we would not be able to drive stakes (normally used to
delineate the field during contests and facilitate crowd control) more than
3” deep into the field surface due to the presence of underground utilities.



Chris mentioned that evening flying sessions would be starting soon.
Typically, the busiest times for general flying have been Wednesday
evenings and Sunday mornings, although training has been reserved for
Monday evenings and the combat group has typically flown on Tuesday
evenings.



The business portion of the meeting was concluded at 8 pm. Note that this
is the final meeting of the winter season. Meetings will resume in the fall.

Post-meeting activities:


A “show’n’tell” session was held for some of the models brought as entries to
the building and Ringmaster contests:
o Keith Morgan showed his new stunt machine, complete with fibreglass
sheathing as per his previous demonstration. The model came out at
about 65 oz and is motivated by a RoJett piped .65.
o Naomi Macklem showed her 1/2A Skyray, powered by the venerable
Cox Golden Bee, with which she hoped to learn some stunts without
being constrained by the fear of cracking up a larger model in which
commensurably larger amounts of money and time had been invested.
Naomi had brought along a veritable “air force” that also included a
striking purple and pink LA .46 powered Cardinal and not one, but two,
Ringmasters.
o Len Bourel demonstrated his pseudo-Impact “Fortune” stunter, also
complete with fibreglass reinforcement “à là Keith”. He also showed a
reincarnated Mustang that had been left for dead before he restored
it and a club trainer he had built for use by novices, powered with an
LA .15 donated by Keith.
o Chris displayed his completed 38 Special in Gloster Gladiator attire
and reprised his Cameron .23 powered Fireball.
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o Keith Morgan showed his “junkyard wars” tribute model fabricated
from grape crate lumber, staples, miscellaneous other odds and ends,
and, no doubt, a modicum of spit. He praised its windy weather
capabilities (light weight is not one of its more significant virtues) and
reinforced the notion that you don’t have to be fancy to have fun.
o Campbell Blair showed the latest additions to his free-flight squadron,
including an EDF Grumman Panther, a Rapier-powered Me 262, a ½sized Wakefield, a CO2-powered Parnall Plover, and an electric
Zeppelin-Lindau CS.1 seaplane made from a Mike Midkiff plan.
o Jack Humphreys demonstrated his newly-completed profile scale
Cessna Crane, complete with twin electrics, flaps, and retracts. He
maintained that someone had to build a plane to contest the
president’s Handley Page Hampden (a U.S. Nats winner and frequent
local winner) and force him to consider building a new plane. Chris was
heard to mutter in response that as long as it kept winning, he would
keep contesting with the Hampden. Jack also showed a Ringmaster
built from an e-Bay kit, complete with an elderly, if not ancient,
Hurricane .24.
o John McFayden showed his new LA .46-powered stunter based on the
well-known and admired Cardinal and Vector stunt ships.
o Ted Smietana contributed a seldom-seen full-body Super Ringmaster
and a venerable Top Flite Flitestreak to the show.


The next order of business was the annual building contest where the club
members got a chance to vote on their favourite model. Two categories,
Open and Junior, were hotly contested and when the dust settled, the
following builders and models were given certificates in recognition of their
labours:
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Open – first place: Cessna Crane – Jack Humphreys

Open – second place: Zeppelin-Lindau CS.1 – Campbell Blair
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Open - third place: Fortune stunter – Len Bourel

Junior – first place: Flying stop sign – Peter Stadnicki
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Junior – second place: hand-launched glider – Gregory Midura



An impromptu (announced a few days before the meeting) Ringmaster
category was judged by a panel of eminent judges, yielding the following
results:

First place: Jack Humphreys
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Second place: Naomi Macklem

Third place: John McFayden
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President Chris Brownhill presented certificates to all the
winners and Jack Humphreys was additionally awarded a
pristine K&B/Veco .19, donated by Chris, for his winning
Ringmaster.
It is the prerogative of the secretary to ad lib a bit and Chris
Brownhill hereby receives honourable mention for his Gloster
Gladiator and, even more impressive in my humble opinion, his
Walker Fireball with ignition motivation.
One final note - a particular trend in modelling by club members
is towards asymmetry in finishing schemes. Perhaps the weight
of the extra paint (or Monokote) on one wing is the latest
gimmick for the promotion of line tension (as long as it’s on the
outboard wing). Maybe the extra “edges” of the masked paint or
Monokote trim also contributes through increased drag (again,
as long as it’s on the outboard wing).
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HAVE A GREAT FLYING SEASON
AND MAY YOUR FIGURE “8’s” NEVER BECOME FIGURE “9’s”
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Meeting Report - October 17, 2012

Peter Hanson - Steve Stefanovic - Chris Brownhill

Jack Humphreys' Ringmaster - electric conversion
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Minutes of the BBMFC October 17, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
Present:
11 members/guests were present
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance moved by Len Bourel, seconded by Jack
Treasurer’s report:

Humphreys, carried
Treasurer Bill Bowmer was absent – no report

Proceedings:
1. Chris noted that the City had refunded the $700 annual field permit fee
assessed earlier in the year (separate from the permit fees the club
normally pays when contests are hosted at the field). It is still unclear
whether the City will try to collect annual permit fees in 2013 from
organizations that utilize City facilities. The fee assessed/refunded for
2012 was based on an annual charge of $100 for each day of the week – this
amounts to $700 if we obtain a permit for every day for the season. Chris
suggested that getting a permit for all days showed interest and it was also
noted that doing so prevented others from getting a foothold on the field.
2. The club membership fees for 2013 were discussed in the context of the
uncertainty concerning the annual permit fee. Chris noted that the $700
donated by Doug Blackmore for the 2012 fee (refunded) was still available
should the City decide to assess the fee in 2013 and that there was
therefore no pressing need to increase the fees for 2013 (from the current
$30 for open members). The members present seemed to be agreeable to
that strategy.
3. The condition of the asphalt flying circle is deteriorating with significant
cracking – it was noted that some of the members had addressed the
problem of weeds growing in the cracks. It is uncertain whether the City
would patch the circle - hopefully they will offer to do so if notified of the
maintenance issues - but it was generally agreed that a complete repaving
was beyond the financial means of the club (in the neighbourhood of
$10,000).
4. Chris reviewed the 2012 contest season. The key variables were the
attendance, the weather, the weather, and the weather. Attendance was
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mixed at the various contests (maybe because of the weather) although
there were generally sufficient entries to sustain the contests. The
weather was a mixed bag, being pleasant for the Spring Stunt contest in
Niagara Falls, the Beanfield Grand Prix, the SOCC, and the Fall Stunt
contest. The T&D, the 54th Anniversary event and a large portion of the
Ringmaster Flyathon were beset by not-so-nice weather. Brad Lapointes
generosity in hosting events at his farm (the Beanfield) was noted and the
members who had competed there agreed that he had gone out of his way to
ensure conditions were as good as possible.
5. Chris also noted that non-contest flying at the club field was variable,
although some evenings and weekends were quite busy.
6. Chris noted that the elections of the club’s executive will be held at the
November meeting. If past history holds true to form, there will probably
not be a significant change in the executive.
7. As is our tradition, the club donated the entry fees from the 54th
Anniversary contest ($210) to the Weston King Neighbourhood Centre and
received a letter of appreciation from the Centre.
8. Peter Hanson presented the “Hanson Cup – Team Trophy” to Stephen
Stephanovics. The “Hanson Cup – Individual Trophy” went to Peter Hanson
with honourable mention to Len Bourel.
9. It was noted in passing that Clair Murray was no longer the Zone Director as
he had been removed through a motion/vote of non-confidence at the
previous Zone meeting.

The business portion of the meeting was concluded. Munchies were devoured
courtesy of Naomi, Len, and Steve Szikora. (it seemed that some of the
members had not eaten any dinner beforehand)
Post-meeting activities:

10. Steve Szikora did a “show’n’tell” concerning his 1/2A Sig Deweybird sport
plane. He noted he had glassed many of the surfaces for durability (noting
that he hadn’t flown in about 30 years). Steve also talked about the
availability of 1/2A engines, noting that there were still some on-line
sources. He showed his Norvel and AME engines and a Picco car engine that
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was modified for aeroplane racing. All of these are high-performance
engines. It was noted that various Cox engines and parts are still available
on-line at Cox International (and Ebay) and occasionally at hobby shops.
11. Chris and Jack led a discussion on control-line scale flying.
12. Chris introduced the idea of a 1/2A scale event, noting that successful
contests had been held at various US venues, including the US Nats and the
Brodak event. He pointed out that there were two classes, one for throttled
engines and one for un-throttled engines, and that the maximum engine size
was 1cc (0.061 cu.in. – not 0.074 cu.in. as mentioned in the meeting). Chris
indicated he would check into the rules used in the US but the members
generally felt that we could modify these for club use if appropriate. The
members present showed keen interest in the event and the idea of holding
one or more contests in 2013 received a generally positive response. Chris
noted that it did not involve a significant commitment of time or money. As
noted earlier, 1/2A engines are still available. Rob pointed out that PAW in
the UK produced some throttle-equipped .039, .049, and .061 diesel engines
that allegedly throttled quite well.
13. Chris demonstrated his 1/2A
Handley Page Hampden – offspring
of his venerable profile scale
version (Chris has a personal
connection to the Hampden).
Construction is nearing completion.
14. Jack Humphreys gave a
demonstration of his well-tested electric propulsion system for control-line
scale (in this case mounted on his Ringmaster). Some of the key features
include:


A 2.4 GHz radio system



The circuit connecting the throttle stick is “interrupted” with a
connector which is led to the outside of the transmitter, where it can be
connected to an alternative circuit leading to a rheostat (from an old
transmitter) mounted on the handle. A rubber-banded trigger is mounted
on the rheostat to actuate the throttle conveniently.
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Depending on the functions desired, the springs and/or ratchet governing
the transmitter stick motion can be replaced or interchanged to provide
the desired action.



If throttle control is not desired, a timer can be used to regulate the
length of the motor run and avoid discharging the batteries too far.



A convenient electric motor mount obtained by reversing (front-to-back)
a Dave Brown glow engine mount.



Once the system has been checked, the receiver and electronic speed
control (ESC) can be inserted into the wing if desired.



The battery can be mounted where the fuel tank for a glow engine would
normally go.

15. Chris summarized the scale scoring system and provided some tips based on
his experience (all scores shown represent the maximum points available):


Of the total score of 200 points, 100 points are allocated to static
judging and 100 points to the flight portion.



The 100 point static score is made up of 40 points for accuracy of
outline, 30 points for craftsmanship, and 30 points for finish, colour, and
markings. It goes without saying that adequate documentation of the
outline (3-view or plastic model) and the colours and markings are
required to provide a basis for judging.



Of the flight score, 40 points are allocated (10 to each) to take-off, 10
laps level flight, the landing and overall realism in flight. The takeoff
should require about ½ to ¾ of a lap to achieve level flight. Each of the
ten level-flight laps is scored 1 point and should be approximately 5-10
feet above the ground (opinions and rules vary as to the required height).
The landing should be gradual and should end with the aircraft stationary
but with the engine still running. Overall, the flight should be smooth and
representative of the actual aircraft (no vertical take-offs for Fokker
Eindekkers).



The remaining 60 flight points are allocated to “options” which must be
declared as part of the pre-flight plan. These can include high flight (3
laps at 45 degrees), slow flight, touch and go (this option is worth 20
points and should include some ground roll), taxiing (one lap), multi-engine
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(1 point for each lap that both engines remain running), missed approach,
or other manoeuvers representive of the actual aircraft. Options can
also include operating features on the aircraft, such as retractable
landing gear, flaps, and engine shut-off.

Special feature:

To get the creative juices flowing and inspire the
construction of scale aircraft that are not seen every day in contests, I am
going to present some out-of-the rut designs in each set of minutes. Some will
be older, some will be newer: some will be military, some will be civilian: they
might have single or multiple engines and/or wings: they might be from
anywhere in the world.
a. What the P-51 Mustang might have looked like if it had been built in
Australia (Commonwealth CA-15 Kangaroo on the left) or in the UK
(Martin Baker MB5 on the right)
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b. The Pond Racer – a unique twin-engined racer where the only rectangular
shape is the stabilizer/elevator – for those who like a challenge – this
design has actually been modelled for 1/2A scale.

c. The Westland Wizard – a between-the-wars parasol from the UK – a
first-generation monoplane fighter developed from a racer.
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Meeting Report - November 14, 2012
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Minutes of the BBMFC November 14, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm
Present:
14 members/guests were present
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance moved by Len Bourel, seconded by Keith
Financial report:

Morgan, carried
$2483.75 according to the Treasurer, Bill Bowmer

Proceedings:


In connection with the minutes, the Secretary noted that the last page
was missing from the minutes as sent out to the members – however the
version on the website is complete.



The club was advised that a donation had been made to the club by one of
the members. Our thanks go out to the anonymous benefactor.



Chris advised the members that he was in the process of submitting the
club’s field permit application. There is no word yet on the permit fees
for 2013.



The Club’s website was discussed:
o Chris mentioned there has been a change to the website address.
Kim Doherty holds the balsabeavers.ca address and, due to a
difference of opinion, the website address has been changed to
balsabeavers.com.
o Chris thanked Stuart Henderson for his effort in setting up the
current website and for his ongoing stewardship of the site. He
cited “public” opinion that it was the best club website around.
o Chris advised that Doug Blackmore and Keith Morgan have taken
over as co-webmasters of the new website.
o Keith will look after the event reports and the “creative” aspects
of the site. He mentioned that the event reports would be
formatted as pdf files on the website to facilitate access to them
using the free Adobe Reader software.
o Doug will look after the technical aspects, including the website
structure, organization, and links. He brought up several ideas for
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the website, stressing that he felt the website should be
“welcoming” and emphasize the fun aspect of the club’s activities:


the home page has a constantly changing slideshow of club
activities;



personal “albums” associated with individual club members.
Doug requested that members submit any available material
on their control-line “career”;



a step-by-step introduction to control-line flying, including a
description of what is needed to get in the air and the
associated costs;



an event page in calendar format.

o Chris suggested that links to the Adobe Reader download page and
to local weather reports be provided.
o Doug mentioned the need for a “privacy policy” and “terms of use”
for the website to avoid liability.
o Chris reminisced about the club’s old “Airfoil” newsletter and
advised he would try to locate some back issues to be posted on
the website.


Chris mentioned he had received an email from Brain Thwaites, a club
member, who had suffered a stroke in September and was in long-term
care. Chris brought some of his modelling supplies to be sold and will
bring in more over time. The proceeds and any left-over supplies will be
donated to Ted Smietana’s junior modellers.



The election of the club executive for 2013 was held. The previous
(2012) executive consisted of:
o President

Chris Brownhill

o Vice-president

John McFayden

o Treasurer

Bill Bowmer

o Secretary

Rob Pringle

o Control-line representative Len Bourel
o Contest Co-ordinator

Dave Relf

o Junior representative

Daniel Birks
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Jack Humphreys moved and John Easton seconded that the 2012
executive be returned for 2013. All of the 2012 executive, with the
exceptions of Dave Relf and Daniel Birks (who were not present), agreed
to stand for election in their current positions. Jack’s motion carried
with all members in favour. However, it was noted that we still need to
fill the positions of Contest Co-ordinator and Junior Co-ordinator for
2013.
Keith Morgan moved and Stuart Henderson seconded that a lifetime
honorary club membership we extended to Paul Smith, a flier from
Michigan who has attended most of the club’s contests and events over
the 25 years or so. The motion carried. Chris will send Paul an
appropriate certificate.



The issue of privacy with respect to the club’s membership list was
brought up. Doug suggested we blind copy the members when sending out
the slingers and other emailings to maintain privacy.



In response to a query from Len Bourel and to assist members in planning
their vacation for next year, tentative dates were discussed for the
2013 events as follows:



o T&D

June 2,3

o Beanfield Grand Prix

July 6,7

o SOCC

August 23-25

o 100 mile race/Musciano

September 21,22

The business portion of the meeting was adjourned.

Ringmaster exposition
A number of the club members had brought their Ringmasters for a special
viewing and judging. The participants were:
 Naomi Macklem and her “Purple people eater” (name coined by general
consensus of a few kibitzing club members, not Naomi) with the
appropriately coloured see-through covering and colour matched fuel
filter.


Naomi Macklem/Len Bourel and their reincarnation of a $5 bargain.



Chris Brownhill with his almost-finished, full-body Super Ringmaster.
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Jack Humphreys and his electric-powered Ringmaster which was
demonstrated at the October meeting.



Steve Szikora and his Norvel-powered Baby Ringmaster from a Brodak
kit.



Ted Smietana and his all-sheet Sterling Ringmaster “Primary Trainer”,
which he has built as a demonstrator for his junior modelling group.



Doug Blackmore and his pseudo-Olympic Ringmaster (although someone
should tell Doug that the rings are supposed to link/overlap

After some intense scrutiny from the impromptu judges (Chris Brownhill and
John Easton), Naomi’s “Purple people-eater” was judged the most attractive and
Naomi was awarded a Norvel .061 motor. She was strongly advised to mount
this motor on a Musciano model in time for the 2013 contest.

Special feature:

To continue on the “scale model ideas” feature from last
month, we present the following 3-views for your perusal and consideration.
One of the “risks” associated with multi-engined 1/2A scale models powered
with unthrottled and sometimes cantankerous 1/2A engines lies in the
possibility that the inboard engine will quit first and…… One possible solution
involves a healthy dose of outboard thrust angle on the outboard motor.
Another involves placing both engines on the same thrust line so that the loss of
one means reduced speed without an offset thrust line. The following 3-views
are a few of the full-size aircraft that use this design feature.
1. Dornier DO-335 “Pfeil”
– a German WW2 aircraft
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2. Matra Moynet M-360 Jupiter
- a French light passenger aircraft
(instead of a 3-view, which I could
not find, this is a plan for a
“Peanut” rubber-powered version)

3. Siemens Schuckert DDR-1
- for those with a hankering for
a WW1 aircraft with exposed
framework and rigging wires

4. Aero Design DG1
- a homebuilt “unlimited” racer

Of course, there is always the Cessna Skymaster………
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Meeting Report - December 12, 2012

December
Half1st Place - Naomi
(Mustang)

Meeting
2012

Competition

2nd Place - Chris
(Army Racer)

Other Entries:
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3rd Place - Thomas
(Mustang)

Christmas Cheer at
Centennial Arena
Thanks to all those who provided the food and beverage!
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Keith's Own Design:

Jack's Ball Bearing Hinge:
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Minutes of the BBMFC December 12, 2012 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm
Present:
18 members/guests
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance moved by Jack Humphreys, seconded by
Treasurer’s report:

John Easton, carried
by Treasurer Bill Bowmer - $1,693.49

Proceedings:
16. The members were advised that Paul Smith had expressed appreciation for
the honorary Lifetime Club Membership that had been awarded at the
November, 2012 meeting.
17. Chris advised that he had submitted the field permit application forms to
the City and that there was no word yet on the 2013 fee structure.
18. The dates for the 2013 contest season were firmed up as follows:
o Spring Stunt Opener (Niagara)

May 19

o T&D

June 2,3

o Beanfield Grand Prix

July 6,7

o SOCC

August 23-25

o Fall Classic (inc. stunt trials)

September 15

o Anniversary event (Musciano, Sport Race)

September 28,29

o Ringmaster event

October 5

19. Chris advised that there had been no further news concerning Brian
Thwaites (he has been out of touch). Several of Brian’s models were
donated to Ted’s youth modelling group. Chris mentioned that he had some
more of Brian’s modelling supplies to be sold or donated.
20. Regarding the BBMFC website (webmasters Keith Morgan and Doug
Blackmore):
o Keith and Doug mentioned that (likely because of the new website)
several people had contacted them for information on various model
flying disciplines;
o The club members present expressed satisfaction with the direction
being taken regarding the website;
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o Doug Blackmore indicated that the “Terms and Conditions” feature of
the website was basically a necessity nowadays. Chris expressed his
hope that the “Terms and Conditions” would not discourage visitors to
the site.
21. Regarding a BBMFC “business” card:
o The club formerly had a card, intended to be handed out to provide
contact information for the club;
o Doug Blackmore is working with the old design to come up with a new
card – he passed around the current version which was met with
approval.
22. The business portion of the meeting was adjourned by Chris and the
members in attendance were treated to goodies and cider courtesy of
Naomi, Len, Keith, and Stephen.

1/2A Contest
23. Various members of the club presented their 1/2A aircraft:
o Naomi presented her scratch-built Mustang, built from a 3-view,
utilizing a carved wing and finished in a red racing livery;
o Thomas, a junior, presented a blue Mustang, also scratch-built and
powered by an AP .049;
o Ted presented an almost-finished “White Lightning”, built from plans;
o Steve re-presented his Baby Ringmaster;
o Chris presented his latest Musciano effort, an “Army Racer”, with
period-correct Army Air Force colours (not lemon yellow) and a plastic
cowl.
24. Jack Humphreys and John McFayden were duly appointed judges and
selected the following winners, who could choose between “Squirrel” rubberpowered kits and “Tim’s” cards as prizes.
o 3rd place (and top junior) – Thomas (Mustang)
o 2nd place – Chris (Army Racer)
o 1st place – Naomi (Mustang)
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Raffle
25. A raffle was held to distribute the remaining prizes – more Squirrels, more
“Tim’s” cards, and a BBMFC T-shirt.

Demonstration – Keith Morgan’s new stunter.
26. Keith demonstrated some interesting features of his new stunt ship along
with some experiences in the building process:
o The wing is in the “traditional” Detroit I-beam style;
o

“Strip” ribs are cut using a jig. Since the ribs are cut in a nesting
pattern, they use sheet balsa efficiently;

o The fuselage looks like a profile fuselage in terms of thickness but, in
actuality, it is built-up with sheet surfaces and internal formers;
o Keith showed an incidence “gauge” that can be used to ensure that
wings and/or tails lie in the same plane. It is constructed from four
wood blocks drilled for heavy-gauge wire and “V-notched” to fit the
leading or trailing edges. Looks simple but effective as long as the
wood blocks are identical with respect to the holes and V-notches. In
Keith’s case, he “gang”-cut the blocks with a bandsaw to ensure they
were the same;
o Keith demonstrated his wing jig which is purpose-designed and
matched to the trailing edge construction;
o Keith shared some of his experiences using 0.2 oz/sq.yd. carbon “veil”.
He showed that carbon veil was not really much more tear-resistant
than silkspan and significantly less tear-resistant than glass cloth.
Actually this is not surprising since any “cloth” material will be
significantly stronger in tension than a “mat” material since the
former is made up of more-or-less continuous and directionallyoriented fibres while the latter is made up of short, discontinuous,
and random-direction “fibres”. This is especially true of 0.2 oz mat
which, I believe, is a “surfacing” veil which might add some stiffness
and a smooth, protective coating (might prevent finger poke-throughs
) but little in the way of increased bending/breaking strength
(except, perhaps on a hand-launch glider). Despite impregnating the
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carbon fibre mat with epoxy, Keith found that it did not add
noticeably to the strength of his fuselage. I have used the heavier
0.5 oz carbon mat (still pretty light) in conjunction with a water-based
resin on a 3/8” balsa profile fuselage (4-6 oz balsa) and found a
noticeable improvement in stiffness. Although in situations requiring
significant added strength, I agree with Keith that fibreglass cloth
would be more useful.

Special feature: To continue on the “scale model ideas” feature from
last month, we present the following 3-views for your perusal and
consideration. For those desiring a more traditional approach to multiengine scale and are prepared to deal with the potential engine-out
complications of wing-mounted power plants (and the need for a beefed-up
wing structure – at least out to the nacelles), maybe the following will tickle
your fancy:
1. The Argentinian FMA I58 Pucara, a tidy twin multi-role military
turboprop used, I believe, for light attack missions, as well as training
and COIN (counter-insurgency).
2. The Britten-Norman Islander, a UK design that is all utilitarian
rectangles (aka planks) for those who don’t feel like tackling tapered
or elliptical wings, stabs, etc. A military version is called the
Defender.
3. The De Havilland DH 103 Hornet, a single-seat development of the
Mosquito and one of the fastest propeller aircraft ever built - even
carrier-capable in its Sea Hornet version. Although it retains the
distinctive “De Havilland” vertical tail, it loses the shapely “de
Havilland” horizontal tail of the Mosquito.
-

See following page for 3-views -
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Merry Christmas
and a healthy, happy, and prosperous New Year to all.
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